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Draining Collars and Lenses in Liquid-Lined Vertical Tubes
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The speed at which an annular liquid collar drains under grav-
ity g in a vertical tube of radius a, when the tube has an otherwise
thin viscous liquid lining on its interior, is determined by a balance
between the collar’s weight and viscous shear stresses confined to
narrow regions in the neighborhood of the collar’s effective contact
lines. Whether a collar grows or shrinks in volume as it drains de-
pends on the modified Bond number B=ρ g a2/(σε), where ρ is the
fluid density, σ is its surface tension, and εa is the thickness of the
thin film immediately ahead of the collar. Asymptotic methods are
used here to determine the following nonlinear stability criteria for
an individual collar, valid in the limit of small ε. For 0<B< 0.5960,
all draining collars grow in volume and, in sufficiently long tubes,
ultimately “snap off” to form stable lenses. For 0.5960<B< 1.769,
small collars may shrink but in long tubes sufficiently large collars
will snap off. For 1.769<B< 11.235, both stable collars and lenses
may arise, although most collars will shrink. If B> 11.235, all col-
lars and lenses shrink in volume as they drain, so that any lens ulti-
mately ruptures, unless stabilizing intermolecular forces allow the
formation of a lamella supported by a macroscopic Plateau border. If
surfactant immobilizes the liquid’s free surface, these critical values
of B are reduced by a factor of 2 but the distance a collar must travel
before it snaps off is unchanged. Gravitationally driven snap off is
therefore most likely to occur in long tubes with radii substantially
less than the capillary lengthscale (σ/ρg)1/2. C© 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: surface tension; thin liquid films; wetting collars;
capillary instabilities; airway closure.
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INTRODUCTION

Experiments by Qu´eré (1, 2) have demonstrated that thin li
uid layers coating the exterior of vertical fibers form isolate
macroscopic drops (or collars) via a capillary instability whe

B ≡ ρga2

σε
< B∗, [1]

whereB∗ = 0.72± 0.05. Herea is the tube radius,ρ is the fluid
density,σ is the surface tension (assumed uniform),g is the
acceleration due to gravity, andεa is the initial liquid lining
thickness, whereε¿ 1. These experiments, and related stud
based on lubrication theory (3–7), have shown that large
lars do not arise spontaneously forB> B∗ because of nonlinea
1 E-mail: O.E.Jensen@damtp.cam.ac.uk.
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tudes under a balance between the effects of wave steepe
due to gravity and the stabilizing effects of surface tension as
ciated with axial interfacial curvature (8). ForB< B∗ however,
drainage due to gravity has a destabilizing effect on collars g
erated by capillary instability, since small collars can grow a
possibly coalesce to form large ones (1, 5–7). Theoretical s
ies based on lubrication theory have yielded estimates ofB∗ that
are close to the range of values found by Qu´eré (e.g.,B∗ ≈ 2/3
according to Kerchman and Frenkel (6);B∗ ≈ 1/1.68 according
to Chang and co-workers (5, 7)).

Since gravity can cause collars to grow to large amplitud
on the exterior of fibers having radii substantially less than
capillary lengthscale (σ/ρg)1/2, it is natural to consider whethe
weak gravitational effects may similarly cause an initially th
liquid layer lining the interior of a narrow vertical tube to “snap
off” to form a lens that occludes the tube. Determining wh
snap off occurs is important in understanding “airway closu
in the lung (9), which occurs when the aqueous liquid lini
of small airways is perturbed to form lenses (10) or lamel
(11) that occlude the airway and impede gas exchange. L
and lamella formation is also a significant feature of two-pha
flows in porous media (12, 13) and of various manufactur
processes.

According to lubrication theory, the evolution of an initiall
thin, axisymmetric liquid layer lining either the interior or th
exterior of a vertical tube is described by the dimensionl
equation (5–7)

ht + Bh2hz+ 1
3

[
h3(h+ hzz)z

]
z = 0, [2]

where the axial coordinatez is scaled ona, axial speed on
ε3(σ/µ), and timet on µa/(σε3); the thin film has thickness
εah(z, t), whereε¿ 1 andh=O(1), and subscriptsz and t
denote derivatives. WhenB= 0, [2] predicts saturation of the
primary capillary instability withh=O(1) (14–17), since in
any tube of finite length there is only enough fluid to for
a series of wetting collars which do not migrate significan
along the tube. This model has been extended for interior co
with B= 0 using a regularized model (effectively a compos
asymptotic approximation) in which the full curvature term
in the expression for the pressure are retained in the evolu
equation (15, 16, 18, 19), so that quasi-steady collars of fi
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−p+ O(ε ) = κ ≡ (N/R)− N R , [4]
DRAINING COLLARS AND L

amplitude can be described. The ultimate state of the syste
then dictated by the amount of fluid available in a tube of fix
length, relative to the maximum volume (approximately 5.47a3)
that any single wetting collar can attain, and the minimum v
ume (23πa3) above which lens formation is possible (20). T
extended model shows that if the initial film thickness in a lo
tube exceeds roughly 0.1a, lens formation is inevitable provide
one waits a sufficiently long time (15).

The situation is quite different whenB> 0, however, since
individual collars described by [2] can grow to unbounded a
plitude in finite time as they drain down the tube, withhmax

increasing like (t0 − t)−2 ast increases toward a blow-up tim
t0 (7). The blow-up timet0 is reduced if a collar coalesces wi
its neighbors as it grows. According to Chang and Demek
(7), blow-up arises forB< 1/1.68 because of the linearizatio
of the Young–Laplace equation that is implicit in [2]: if the fu
curvature terms are retained in [2], growing collarsexterior to
tubes saturate atO(a) amplitudes, yielding large drops on fibr
resembling those observed by Qu´eré (1). Blow-up of initially
thin collars also occurs when the driving force is an exter
shear flow rather than gravity (21). Indeed, Aul and Olbri
showed experimentally how weak shear from a pressure-dr
core flow can cause collars inside a cylindrical tube to grow
volume and ultimately snap-off (22).

Here, asymptotic methods will be used to identify stability c
teria analogous to [1] to describe collar, lens, and lamella for
tion by a liquid layer lining theinterior of a vertical tube. It will
be shown below that the finite-amplitude saturation found
collars exterior to tubes found in (7) does not occur for inte
collars, since the relevant bifurcation is subcritical rather t
supercritical. Instead, under suitable conditions interior col
in sufficiently long tubes grow until they are so large that th
snap off to form lenses. Three critical values ofB are identified
that dictate whether a lens forms, ruptures, or (in the pres
of suitable stabilizing forces) forms a lamella bridging the c
of the tube, supported by macroscopic Plateau borders. Si
snap-off criteria dependent onB, the tube length, and the initia
lining thicknessε will also be presented.

THE MODEL

We consider an open-ended vertical tube of radiusa, lined on
its interior with a wetting liquid of constant densityρ, viscosity
µ and uniform surface tensionσ . The remainder of the tube
filled with a dynamically passive gas at zero pressure. Gra
g causes the liquid to drain down the tube. The liquid laye
unstable to capillary instabilities and can form either annu
collars (14, 20), lenses that occlude the tube (15) or poss
lamellae supported by macroscopic Plateau borders (23–2
illustrated in Fig. 1. In the following we formulate the mod
for a collar of volumeO(a3), adding details relevant to a len
or lamella where appropriate. If a lens or lamella forms, it is

sumed that there is no difference in the core gas pressure ac
it, although small pressure differences could be readily incor
NSES IN VERTICAL TUBES 39
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FIG. 1. A collar, lens and lamella (supported by a Plateau border) draini
under weak gravity inside a liquid-lined tube. Capillary forces are dominant
each “body” region (gravity is a weaker effect that breaks the up–down symm
try); viscous stresses are significant also in the “nose” and “tail” regions in t
neighborhood of the effective contact lines.

rated in the present model; for related studies of pressure-dri
lens motion see (27, 28). For perfectly pure liquids, a lens th
shrinks in volume as it drains will normally rupture as soon a
its two menisci intersect; we treat both this possibility and th
alternative, in which a suitable stabilizing disjoining pressu
(possibly arising from the presence of surfactants) allows t
formation of a lamella supported by Plateau borders.

Ahead of the draining collar is a uniform film of thickness
εa (Fig. 1), whereε¿ 1. The thickness of this film influences
the rate at which fluid can enter the collar. A film of compara
ble thickness is deposited behind the collar. The collar dra
downwards with respect to the tube at a speedU that we wish
to determine. WhenµU/σ ¿ 1, the thickness of the deposited
film is of magnitudea(µU/σ )2/3 (29, 30), which we also ex-
pect to beO(εa). We therefore scale lengths ona, speeds on
ε3/2σ/µ, pressure onσ/a, and time onµa/(σε5/2). We are con-
sidering speeds a factorε−3/2 larger than those used in deriving
[2], and time scales a factorε1/2 shorter, so that in describing the
evolution of a collar we can neglect (in a first approximation
relatively slow transient variations of the neighboring film.

We introduce cylindrical polar coordinates (ar,az) with z
pointing upward (Fig. 1), so that the tube lies atr = 1 and the
free surface of the liquid lies atr = R(z, t). The Bond num-
ber B defined in [1] is assumed to beO(1). The full governing
equations in the liquid are those of Stokes flow, which in dime
sionless form are

∇ · u = 0, 0= −∇p− εBẑ+ ε3/2∇2u [3]

for R(z, t) ≤ r ≤ 1. Here (σ/a)p(r, z, t) is the dimensional liq-
uid pressure and (ε3/2σ/µ)u(r, z, t) its velocity. The condition
for inertia to be negligible in (3) is that the Suratnam numb
is sufficiently small, i.e.,ρσaε3/µ2¿ 1. On the liquid’s free
surface, atr = R(z, t), there is no tangential stress and the no
mal stress condition may be written (using the Young–Lapla
equation) as

3/2 3
ross
po-

zz

whereN ≡ (1+ R2
z)−1/2 andκ is the interfacial curvature. The
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O(ε3/2) term in [4] represents viscous stresses that play no
in what follows. Mass conservation in the liquid demands th

ε(πR2)t = qz, q(z, t) = 2π
∫ 1

R
ru dr, [5]

whereu = ẑ · u is the vertical component of velocity andq is
the axial volume flux. Writing

U = (σ/µ)ε3/2U, [6]

we seek the dimensionless collar speedU(t) as a function of
collar volume. In the frame in which the collar is instantaneou
stationary, the boundary condition on the tube wall isu=U ẑ on
r = 1.

In the limitε→ 0 with B=O(1), for which the capillary num-
berµU/σ =O(ε3/2) is small, the problem has a three-regi
asymptotic description, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The majority
the collar (the “body”) is controlled by strong capillary force
but the draining speedU is controlled by viscous forces acting
short transition regions (the “nose” and “tail” in Fig. 1) where t
collar meets the neighboring thin film. By constructing asym
totic expansions in each region, matching them appropria
and performing integral force and mass balances, the dyna
of a collar, lens, or lamella can be described. Numerous stu
using asymptotic techniques similar to those used here ma
found elsewhere, e.g., (7, 29–33). For example, solutions o
thin-film equation [2] that are steady in a frame moving at so
speedc, governed by

c(1− h)+ 1
3 B(h3− 1)+ 1

3h3(h+ h′′)′ = 0,

also exhibit a three region structure for draining collars wh
1¿ c¿ ε−3/2 (5, 7), for whichh=O(c2/3) in a body region
of O(1) length (whereh3(h + h′′)′ = 0 at leading order), while
in the adjacent nose and tail regions, of lengthO(c−1/3) with
h=O(1), c(1− h)+ 1

3h3h′′′ = 0 at leading order. Here we de
velop an alternative theory for the case in whichc=O(ε−3/2),
allowing the collar thickness to be comparable to the tube rad

The Body Region

In the main body of the collar, at leading order inε, the pres-
sure is uniform (see [3]), andκ is therefore uniform also (from
[4]), so that the draining collar has the same shape as a s
wetting collar (up–down asymmetry in the collar shape du
gravity arises atO(ε)). Such symmetric collars (a one-parame
family of unduloids, see (20)) were computed numerically,
suming zero contact angle, by solving [4] withR= 1 andRz= 0
atz= 0 andz= L, say, and some examples are shown in Fig.
Note that withκ constant, [4] may be integrated once to rel
R to the angleθ between the interface and the tube axis,

1
2κ(R2− 1)= RN− 1, cosθ = N, [7]
so that the minimum value ofR for a collar is given byR= (2−
κ)/κ, where 1<κ <2. The collar’s lengthL(κ) and volume
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V(κ), given by

V(κ) = π
∫ L

0
(1− R2) dz, [8]

are shown in Fig. 2b. Asκ increases from 1 to 2,L falls

FIG. 2. (a) Numerical solutions of [4] (solid) showing collars inR< 1 for
whichκ = 1.1, 1.2, . . . ,1.9, 2. The dashed line shows the approximation [9] f
and L (dashed) versusκ; collars have 1<κ <2, lenses haveκ = 2, lamellae
κ >2. (c) (κ − 1)/V versusκ for collars (solid) and Plateau borders (dashed).
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DRAINING COLLARS AND L

monotonically from 2π to 2, butV rises from zero to a maxi
mumVmax≈ 5.4712 whenκ = κmax≈ 1.4114 andL = Lmax≈
4.2568 before falling to 2π/3 asκ→ 2 (Fig. 2b). We will refer
to these two solution branches (for whichdV/dκ >0 and<0)
as the “left” and “right” collar branches respectively. We w
later make use of the quantity (κ − 1)/V , which is shown to be
a monotonic function ofκ in Fig. 2c.

For ε¿ κ − 1¿ 1, the collar is thin (but thicker than th
neighboring liquid film), and

R≈ 1− (κ − 1)(1− cosz), V ≈ 4π2(κ − 1) [9]

with L ≈ 2π . This thin-film estimate of collar shape is shown
Fig. 2a to have errors of up to 10% whenκ = 1.1.

Lenses haveκ = 2 andV =π (L − 4
3), for L > 2. Depending

on the nature of the liquid, either a lens ruptures as soon asL falls
beneath 2, or a lamella forms, supported by Plateau borders
25, 26). To model the latter case in the simplest possible way
introduce a disjoining pressure to the Young–Laplace equa
[4], so that−p= (N/R) − N3Rzz+5, where5 is negligible
where the fluid has finite thickness. Where the two menisci
lens are separated by a small distance1, however,5 becomes
significant. A commonly used model takes5 ∝ 1−3. A three-
region structure then emerges: a lamella in which1 is large; a
Plateau border in which5 is negligible; and a short transitio
region connecting the two controlled by a balance between
illary and disjoining pressures. Making the assumption that
surface tension of the interfaces in the lamella is independe
5 (a restriction that is relaxed in (26), for example), a force b
ance across the transition region atr = Rl , say, implies that the
boundary conditions where the Plateau border meets the lam
are thatθ → π/2 asR→ Rl . It follows from (7) that

κ = 2/
(
1− R2

l

)
, κ > 2.

Some Plateau borders of lamellae are shown in Fig. 2a,
the corresponding values ofL, V and (κ − 1)/V are shown in
Figs. 2b and 2c. Asκ becomes large, the two interfaces beco
arcs of circles, andL ∼ 2/κ, V ∼π (4− π )/κ2. We restrict at-
tention here to the case in which the film ahead of the Plat
border is thin in comparison, requiring thatε ¿ 1/κ.

Combining [5] and [8] implies that, as the collar (or len
drains down the tube, its volume changes according to

dV

dt
= Q(0, t)− Q(L , t), [10]

whereq= εQ. Differences between the small fluxes enteri
and leaving the collar can cause it to slowly shrink or grow a
drains. These fluxes are determined by the structure of the
and tail transition regions atz= 0 andz= L, as described below

We will shortly use the fact that at each effective contact lin
where R→ 1 and Rz→ 0, Rzz→ κ − 1 (from [4]) and so the
NSES IN VERTICAL TUBES 41
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local collar thickness may be written

R≈
{

1− 1
2(κ − 1)z2 (z→ 0)

1− 1
2(κ − 1)(L − z)2 (z→ L).

[11]

Details of the leading-order flow in the collar are given in the
Appendix; streamlines of the flow in a thin collar are shown in
Fig. A1.

The Nose and Tail Regions

The collar matches with the thin film lining the remainder
of the tube across much-studied transition regions in the neig
bourhood of each contact line (Fig. 1), within which there is
dominant viscous dissipation (30). In the nose and tail trans
tion regions, we setz= ε1/2X or z= L + ε1/2X, respectively,
with r = 1− εy, R(z, t)= 1− εh(X), so that at leading order
[3] gives the usual equations of lubrication theory, namel
0=−pX + uyy+ O(ε) and 0=−py+ O(ε) for 0≤ y≤ h. The
pressure is set by the curvature of the interface aty= h(X), so [4]
implies p=−1− hX X+O(ε) for 0≤ y < h. Sinceuy= 0 on
y= h andu=U on y= 0, it follows thatu=U− 1

2 pX y(2h− y)
in 0≤ y≤ h, so that the flux through each region (see [5]) is

Q = 2π

[
−h3

3
pX + Uh

]
, [12]

whereq= εQ. According to [5], QX =O(ε3/2), so thatQ is
uniform across each region. The dimensionless shear stress
the wall is τ (X)= uy|y=0=−pXh. The matching condition
where each transition region joins the capillary statics region i
using [11],

h ∼ 1
2(κ − 1)X2 [13]

asX→∞ (in the nose) and asX→−∞ (in the tail).
At the collar’s tail, h→ h∞ (say) as X→∞ (Fig. 1),

so that Q= 2πUh∞. We rescale usingh= h∞H (ζ ) where
ζ = X(3U)1/3/h∞, so that [12] becomes

H3Hζ ζ ζ = 1− H, H → 1 asζ →∞. [14]

Equation [14] has a unique solution with

H → 1
2 H2ζ

2+ H0+ 2

3H2
2 ζ
+ O(ζ−3) [15]

asζ → −∞, whereH2≈ 0.64304 andH0≈ 2.89964 (5, 30,
32). The matching condition [13] tells us the thickness of th
deposited film,
e,
h∞ = H2(3U)2/3/(κ − 1). [16]
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The shear stress on the wall in this region isτ = (3U/h∞)(1−
H )/H2, so that the total dimensionless viscous shear force
unit circumference) exerted by the wall on the fluid in the t
region is∫ ∞
−∞

(−τ ) d X = (3U)2/3
∫ ∞
−∞

H − 1

H2
dζ

= (3U)2/3
[

1
2 H2

ζ − H Hζ ζ

]∞
−∞ = (3U)2/3H0H2.

[17]

At the collar’s nose,h→ 1 asX→ −∞ (corresponding to
the undisturbed film ahead of the collar), so thatQ= 2πU . With
h(X)=G(ξ ), ξ = (3U)1/3X, [12] becomes

G3Gξξξ = 1− G, G→ 1 asξ →−∞. [18]

Equation [18] is satisfied by a one-parameter family of solutio
for which G ∼ 1

2G2ξ
2 + G0 asξ→∞ (30). The downstream

matching condition [13] implies (using [16])

G2 = κ − 1

(3U)2/3
= H2

h∞
. [19]

Since H2 is a constant,h∞ therefore parameterises the fam
ily of solutions of [18]. IfG2= H2 (so thath∞= 1), thenG0≈
−0.84529 (32). WhereasH is monotonic,G has a characteristic
wavy structure (30), shown schematically as a dimple in the n
region in Fig. 1. The shear stress at the wall in the nose regio
τ = (3U)(1−G)/G2, so the total shear force (per unit circumfe
ence) exerted by the wall on the fluid in this region is, as in [1

(3U)2/3
∫ ∞
−∞

G− 1

G2
dξ = −(3U)2/3G0G2. [20]

Global Force and Mass Balance

To determine the speed at which the collar drains qua
steadily down the tube we balance forces: its weight is suppo
by shear forces acting at the tube walls, with the dominant
cous contributions coming from the nose and tail regions. In
grating over a cylindrical control volume extending beyond t
nose and tail regions, we find that

V(κ)

2π
B =

∫
nose
−τ (X) d X+

∫
tail
−τ (X) d X. [21]

The dominant error in [21] isO(ε1/2), representing shear from
the flow in the main body of the collar; this contribution is d
scribed in more detail in the Appendix. In terms of the resca
variablesG(ξ ) andH (ζ ), using [17] and [20], [21] becomes

V(κ) B
2/3
=
∫ ∞ G− 1

2
dξ +

∫ ∞ H − 1
2

dζ

2π (3U) −∞ G −∞ H

≡ Inose+ I tail, [22]
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FIG. 3. F(h∞) versus h∞ (solid), showing the linear approximation
3.7449+ 5.02(h∞ − 1) (dashed).

whereI tail= H0H2 ≈ 1.8646 is a constant butInose=−G0G2 is
a function ofH2/h∞ (see [19]). Thus [22] may be written using
[16] as

B

2π
= κ − 1

V(κ)
F(h∞), [23]

whereF(h∞) ≡ (h∞/H2) [ Inose+ I tail]. This function was eval-
uated numerically, using asymptotic approximations for lar
H and G to improve accuracy when evaluating the integra
(see [A.4a] and [A.4b] below). As shown in Fig. 3,F(h∞) is
well approximated for12 < h∞< 3

2 by a straight line with slope
F ′(1)≈ 5.02 passing throughF(1)= H0− G0 ≈ 3.7449.

The quasi-steady evolution of the collar is determined fro
the mass balance [10], which may be written

dV

dt
= 2πU(1− h∞). [24]

When h∞> 1 the collar will slowly shrink as it drains; for
h∞< 1 it can slowly grow in volume. Steady solutions exis
for h∞ = 1.

RESULTS

The four coupled equations relatingV , κ, h∞, andU , namely
[8], [16], [23], and [24], which are parameterized byB, can be
solved to determine the evolution of an individual collar (or len
or lamella) of given initial volume. Capillary forces control the
relationship between collar volumeV and curvatureκ through
[8] (see also Figs. 2a and 2b). The thickness of the film deposi
behind the collar,h∞, is set byκ and the speedU at which the
collar drains with respect to the tube through [16]. This thickne

enters the global force balance [23] and mass balance [24] on
the collar.
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FIG. 4. Solution branches corresponding to steadily translating col
lenses and lamellae, represented by plottingV versusB= Bc [25]; dashed (solid)
curves represent unstable (stable) solutions. The dotted curve indicates
lamellae, if they exist. The lineV = 0 represents the uniform state.

Steady Solutions and Their Stability

Steady solutions of [8], [16], [23], and [24], for whichh∞= 1,
require thatB= Bc where

Bc = 2πF(1)
κ − 1

V(κ)
. [25]

The function (κ − 1)/V is monotonic inκ for collars (Fig. 2c)
but is a multi-valued function ofV ; note also that (κ−1)/V →
1/(4π2) asκ → 1 (see [9]). A graph ofV versusBc, parameter-
ized byκ, is shown in Fig. 4. We can identify three significa
values ofBc: atκ = 1, Bc= B0 ≡ F(1)/(2π )≈ 0.5960, at which
a (dashed) branch of steadily-translating collar solutions b
cates from the uniform state; atκ = κmax, Bc= B1≈ 1.7693,
at which the branch of collar solutions has maximum volu
(Fig. 2b); and atκ = 2, Bc= B2≡ 3F(1)≈ 11.235, where the
(solid) branch of collars terminates and meets a branch of s
tions in Bc< B2 corresponding to steadily translating lens
Along the branch of lens solutionsBc= 2πF(1)/V , where
V ≥ 2π/3. For Bc> B2 there exists a branch of lamellae su
ported by Plateau borders, shown dotted in Fig. 4.

Whenh∞ is close to unity, so thatF(h∞) ≈ F(1)+ (h∞ −
1)F ′(1), (24) may be reexpressed as

dV

dt
= 2πU

F ′(1)

[
F(1)− B

2π

V

(κ − 1)

]
. [26]

This equation may be used to determine the stability of the ste
solutions shown in Fig. 4 to small perturbations. For a colla
given volume and curvature, at fixedB, the sign of the square
bracketed term in [26] determines whether the collar grow

shrinks as it drains down the tube. Since (κ − 1)/V is mono-
tonic in κ (Fig. 2c), for collars withκ slightly in excess of the
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steady-solution value satisfying [25]dV/dt> 0; for collars with
slightly smallerκ, dV/dt< 0. This implies that steady solutions
given by [25] lying on the left-hand branch of theV(κ) collar
curve (in Fig. 2b, for whichdV/dκ >0) are unstable ast in-
creases, but those on the right-hand collar branch are sta
as are lamellae. Likewise, for lenses withκ = 2 but V slightly
greater than (less than) steady values,dV/dt< 0 (dV/dt> 0)
implying that steadily translating lenses are stable. Four differ
situations are therefore possible, as illustrated using bifurcat
diagrams in Fig. 5.

(i) If 0 < B< B0, all collars grow in volume as they drain. An
initially small collar grows in magnitude, snapping off rapidly t
form a lens whenV =Vmax. The lens lengthens until eventually
a steady state is reached. (If a lamella exists, the lamella solu
branch is connected smoothly to the branch of lenses, so tha
lamella grows until it forms a lens.)

(ii) If B0< B< B1, initially small collars (on the left-hand
branch of collar solutions) will shrink, but sufficiently large col
lars on the left branch, and all those on the right branch, gro
and may snap off to form a lens, which grows and stabilizes
lamella will always grow into a lens.

(iii) If B1< B< B2, then all collars on the left branch shrink
while those on the right branch approach a steady state on
branch. A lens, if formed, is also stable. A lamella will alway
grow into a lens.

(iv) If B2< B, a lens will shorten and either rupture (and th
resulting collar will shrink) or will form a stable lamella. All
collars shrink in volume.

This behavior can best be understood by remembering t
faster moving collars or lenses deposit a thicker film accor
ing to [16]. IncreasingB, all other parameters remaining fixed
will cause a collar, lens, or lamella to drain faster, depo
a thicker film, and therefore shrink in volume more rapid
than before. It is the nonlinearity in theV(κ) relationship that
leads to the wide range of possible behaviours illustrated
Fig. 5.

When a collar snaps off and becomes a lens, its length shri
slightly; a similar length change occurs when a lens ruptures
form a collar. Capturing the details of these aprupt transitions
beyond the scope of the present model; the early stages of s
off have been described using full Navier–Stokes computatio
in (16).

Drainage Speed

The linear approximation ofF(h∞) illustrated in Fig. 3, com-
bined with [16] and [23], implies that

(3U)2/3 ≈ 1

H2

(
(κ − 1)

[
1− F(1)

F ′(1)

]
+ V B

2πF ′(1)

)
. [27]

This shows that the drainage speedU increases withV for all

left-branch collars (for whichdV/dκ > 0), implying that large
collars may catch up with small collars ahead of them. Suppose,
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FIG. 5. Bifurcation diagrams showing schematically the static solutions of Fig. 2b, plottingV(κ). Arrows indicate the sense in which solutions evolve eith
quasi-steadily (along solution curves) or abruptly (during snap-off or rupture). (i) If 0< B< 0.5960, weak gravity causes collars with 1<κ <κmax to grow and

ultimately snap off to form a stable lens (withκ = 2); (ii) if 0 .5960< B< 1.769, snap-off occurs only for sufficiently large collars; (iii) if 1.769< B< 11.235
gravity causes most collars to shrink to small volumes, but lenses may still persist, as do collars withκmax<κ <2; (iv) if 11.235< B a lens in a sufficiently long
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tube shrinks and either ruptures or forms a lamella.

for example, that two small, adjacent collars are draining do
a tube. IfB is slightly greater thanB0, so that the leading colla
shrinks in volume, the film deposited behind it is thicker th
that ahead of it (h∞> 1). The trailing collar advances over film
of thicknessh∞, and so its evolution is dependent on the size
B/h∞< B. Since the trailing collar experiences a smaller va
of B, it is more likely to grow in amplitude than the leadin
collar and hence to coalesce with it. Detailed descriptions
such events have been described extensively elsewhere
and so are not explored further here. However, we note
it is possible forU to fall with increasing collar volume for
right-branch collars, as it can for lamellae supported by Plat
borders, provided

0<
B

2π
<

F ′(1)− F(1)

−dV/dκ
, κ > κmax. [28]

This indicates that that small right-branch collars can
proach and possibly absorb larger ones ahead of them,
vided B is sufficiently small.U always increases withV
for lenses, however, although all stable, steadily propaga

lenses (for whichh∞= 1, κ = 2) travel at the same speed
(according to [16]).
n
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Growth of a Collar and Snap-Off

The governing equations [8], [16], [23], and [24] can be in
grated numerically to determine the evolution of a single col
given some initial collar volumeV0. Supplementing these with

d Z

dt
= −U, [29]

we can determine the distanceZ(t) that the collar travels with
respect to the tube before snap-off occurs. The correspon
dimensional distance travelled isaZ/ε, whereZ=O(1); since
the liquid lining ahead of the collar is thin, long tubes are ty
cally required for a collar to accumulate sufficient fluid to for
a lens. For 0< B< B1, the finite length of a tube will place re
strictions on the possible values ofV0 for which snap-off can
occur. To establish such constraints it is simplest to integrate
governing equations backward in time from the snap-off po
starting withZ(0)= 0, V =Vmax andκ = κmax. Two examples
of such integrations are shown in Fig. 6. For 0< B< B0 (e.g.,
B= 0.4 in Fig. 6), a collar can grow from arbitrarily small vol
umes and will ultimately snap off (as demonstrated in Fig. 5(

While this may take a long time, an upper limit can be placed
on the length of tube required for this to occur, sinceZ → Z0,
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DRAINING COLLARS AND L

FIG. 6. The growth of collars toward snap-off (att = 0) with B= 0.4 and
B= 0.8, showing collar volume (solid) and the distance travelled before snap
(dashed).

say, ast → −∞ andV → 0. This limit may be understood by
noting that forV → 0, [9] and [23] imply thath∞ is dependent
on B alone, so then eliminatingU between [24] and [29] and
integrating implies that

V ≈ 2π (1− h∞)(Z0− Z), [30]

so that Z→ Z0 as V→ 0. For B0< B< B1, however (e.g.,
B= 0.8 in Fig. 6), only collars with initial volumes in excess o
a critical value will proceed to snap off (that value being ind
cated in Fig. 4; see also Fig. 5(ii)), and a substantial length
tube may be required for snap-off to occur if the initial coll
volume is only slightly in excess of the critical value.

This is demonstrated more clearly in Fig. 7a, whereZ is plot-
ted againstV/(4π2) as t increases towards zero (the snap-o
time), for fixed values ofB. This yields a family of curves, each
curve parameterized byt , with each approaching the snap-o
point (Vmax/(4π2), 0) ast→ 0. For 0< B< B0, each curve in
Fig. 7a intersects theZ-axis, i.e.,V→ 0 andZ→ Z0 ast→−∞
(see [30]). The finite distanceZ0 over which an initially small
collar must travel before it snaps off is plotted as a funct
of B for 0< B< B0 in Fig. 7b, showing how this distance in
creases rapidly asB → B0. For reference, the horizontal lin
in Fig. 7b shows the length of tube required (Vmax/(2π )) for an
individual collar to snap off assuming that it sweeps upall the
fluid in the liquid lining ahead of it, leaving none behind; ev
dently such efficient accumulation is never achieved in pract
For B0< B< B1, each curve in Fig. 7a approaches a verti
asymptote, i.e.,V/(4π2)→ ε0 > 0, say, andZ →∞, ast →
−∞ (Fig. 7a). The finite volume 4π2ε0 corresponds to the
unstable steady solution branch of collars indicated with
dashed line in Fig. 4. For this range ofB, a growing col-
lar can potentially travel a very great distance before snap
occurs.
Figure 7a therefore provides snap-off criteria for individ
ual collars that are dependent onB, the initial collar volume
NSES IN VERTICAL TUBES 45
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V0 and the available tube lengthZ. If, for given B, the point
(V0/(4π2), Z) lies beneath the corresponding curve in Fig. 7
there is insufficient fluid for the collar to snap off as it drain
above and to the right of each curve snap-off can occur. In m
general terms, for a vertical tube of fixed lengthL (i.e., of dimen-
sional lengthaL/ε), initially lined with a uniform layer of liquid
having dimensional thicknessaε, we may suppose that a colla
forms at the top of the tube, so that the liquid lining occupyin
the top (dimensional) length 2πa of the tube readjusts to form
a collar of initial volumeV0= 4π2ε. Figure 7a shows whether
for given L (=Z), ε (=V0/(4π2)) andB, this collar will still be
a collar once it has reached the base of the tube (which is
case if the point (ε, L) lies beneath the appropriate curve corr
sponding to constantB), or whether snap-off occurs. Thus thi
figure also provides approximate snap-off criteria for a vertic
tube in terms ofB, L andε alone.

FIG. 7. Stability criteria for snap-off. (a) Distance to snap-offZ versus
initial collar volumeV/(4π2) for fixed B, with 0.1< B< 1.7. Beneath each
curve there is insufficient fluid for an individual collar to snap off as it drain
above and to the right of each curve snap-off can occur. (b) The maxim

-distance to snap-offZ0 for an individual collar with 0< B< B0 is plotted against
B. The dashed vertical line showsB0, the horizontal lineVmax/(2π ).
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Effect of Surfactants

In the presence of small amounts of surfactant in the liq
layer, the boundary condition that the free surface is free
tangential stress must be abandoned, since any flows wil
distribute the surfactant and generate surface tension grad
Only a small surface tension gradient is needed to immobi
the free surface of the film, while at the same time leaving
mean surface tension almost unchanged (2). We use this
servation to model the presence of surfactants in the simp
possible way, namely by assuming an immobilized interfa
The clean-surface and immobile-surface calculations will
simple bounds on the possible effects of surfactants.

Assuming thatu= 0 ony= h, the velocity profile in the nose
and tail regions is insteadu=U − 1

2 pX y(h − y), so the flux
(see [12]) isQ/(2π )=Uh− pxh3/12. In the tail region, [16] is
replaced byh∞= H2(12U)2/3/(κ−1), and the wall shear stres
is τ = (6U/h∞)(1− H )/H2, so that the total shear force on th
wall (see [17]) is1

2(12U)2/3
∫

(H − 1)/H2 dζ . In the nose, the
matching condition [19] isG2= (κ − 1)/(12U)2/3= H2/h∞.
The leading-order force balance [23] therefore becomes

B

2π
= 1

2

κ − 1

V
F(h∞).

Thus the critical values ofB in Figs. 4 and 7 are reduced by
factor of 2 by interfacial immobilization.

The model presented for a clean interface can therefor
transformed into that for an immobile interface by replaci
(B,U, t) with (2B, 4U, t/4), with all the other variables in [8]
[16], [23], [24], and [29] remaining unchanged. Thus contam
nating the interface with surfactant has the following effects:
time taken for snap-off to occur increases by a factor of four, c
lar draining speeds are reduced by a factor of 4, but the dist
a collar must travel before snap-off occurs is unaltered.

DISCUSSION

We have identified three critical values of the modified Bo
numberB (defined in [1]) which may be used to predict th
quasi-steady evolution of a collar or lens that is draining
der weak gravity down a vertical tube having an otherwise t
liquid lining on its interior. The drainage speedU and the col-
lar’s stability are determined by balancing the weight of t
collar with viscous forces acting at its effective contact lin
The speedU , given by [6] and [27], is an increasing functio
of the thicknessεa of the thin liquid layer immediately ahea
of the collar, and is also dependent on the volumea3V and
curvatureκ/a of the collar or lens; the relationship betweenV
andκ is shown in Figs. 2a and 2b. The stability properties
draining collars and lenses are summarized in Figs. 4 and 5
0< B< B0≈ 0.5960, weak gravity is strongly destabilizing
the sense that all collars of initially small amplitude will gro

and will ultimately snap-off to form lenses in sufficiently lon
tubes (Fig. 5(i)). Figure 7b shows the distanceZ0a/ε travelled
. JENSEN
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by a single collar as it grows from an initially small volum
O(εa3) to a volume sufficiently large for it to snap off to form
a lens; this distance increases rapidly asB increases towards
B0. In practice, snap-off may be speeded substantially by
alescence of adjacent collars (5, 6), so this stability bound
should be regarded as a necessary rather than a sufficient
dition for snap-off. ForB0< B< B1≈ 1.769, although the thin
film experiences capillary instabilities, any collar of sufficient
small amplitude that may thereby develop will remain at sm
amplitude (case (ii) in Fig. 5). The critical collar volume b
neath which an individual, finite-amplitude collar will shrink
and above which it will grow, is shown with a dotted line
Fig. 4. Figure 7a shows that the distanceaZ/ε over which a
large collar grows before it snaps off is potentially very gre
and that it increases rapidly withB. Defining “clean” criteria
for snap-off in this parameter range is therefore difficult, sin
initial collar amplitude, coalescence, and tube length must
be taken into account, but Fig. 7a provides approximate sta
ity boundaries in terms of initial film thicknessε(=V/(4π2)),
tube lengthL(=Z) andB. Increasing the thickness of the liqui
lining ahead of a draining collar, i.e., increasingε, increases the
volume of fluid available in the tube, therefore making snap-
more likely, but also reduces the value ofB, which allows collars
to grow more rapidly with distance as they drain. Furthermo
the (dimensional) length of tube required for snap-off,aZ/ε,
is also diminished. However, the dominant error in this mo
grows rapidly withε, beingO(ε1/2) (from the neglected force
due to viscous flow in the collar, see [21] and the Appendix), a
so the accuracy of the model may only be guaranteed for sm
values ofε. For ultra-thin films, the effects of intermolecula
forces and surface roughness on the structure of the trans
regions are also likely to be important, but this possibility h
not been explored here.

For B1< B< B2≈ 11.235 most collars decay to small ampl
tude as they drain down the tube, but surprisingly collars on
“right” solution branch (for whichκmax<κ <2 anddV/dκ <0
in Fig. 2b), which are generally unstable, are rendered stab
small-amplitude perturbations by gravity (case (iii) in Fig. 5
Stable lenses are possible too, but spontaneous snap-off ca
occur. Finally, whenB> B2 all lenses will shrink and either
rupture (in which case the resulting collars will shrink) or (
the presence of suitable stabilizing forces) form stable lamal
supported by Plateau borders. In the latter case, it is the we
of fluid in the Plateau border that balances viscous stres
at its edges, and the lamella itself plays no active role in
motion.

The present model, which uses lubrication theory to
scribe the flow in the thin film and the fully nonlinear Young
Laplace equation elsewhere, provides nonlinear stability crit
for draining collars and lenses. An integral force balance [
and [23] was used to determine the draining speed. As foun
(33), the use of such a balance is convenient since there i
gneed to compute the effects of gravity on the collar shape, and
symmetric collar solutions (Figs. 2 and A1) could be used. An
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alternative approach, in which slightly asymmetric collars
matched directly to transition regions (7, 31), gives equival
results for thin collars.

The predictions of this model can be compared with th
obtained using the thin-collar approximation alone ([2] and [9
derived using the linearized Young–Laplace equation (5, 7)
this case the branch of collars that bifurcates from the unifo
state exists only forB= B0, and forB< B0 the uniform state is
unstable (in that solutions of [2] can blow up in finite time), wh
for B> B0 it is stable (in the sense that disturbances remai
bounded amplitude). The value ofB0 obtained here is in close
agreement with the estimate ofB∗ found by Chang and co
workers in (5, 7). The present theory can readily be used
show that steadily draining finite-amplitude collars exterior
fibres exist forB< B0, and that they are stable, consistent w
the finite-amplitude saturation demonstrated by (7). This the
therefore predicts that experimental determination ofB∗ will be
relatively sharp for exterior collars, but amplitude-dependent
interior collars.

One application of this study is to airway closure in the lun
Of the twenty-odd generations of bifurcating airways in the h
man adult lung, those beyond about the tenth generation
radii smaller than the capillary lengthscale (σ/ρg)1/2≈ 1 mm
(takingσ ≈ 10 g/s2). Takingε≈ 0.1 in every airway,B is roughly
unity at generation 15 (where the airway radius is about 0.3
(34)), andB falls rapidly in the subsequent 5 or so generatio
(If ε= 0.01, B is roughly unity in the terminal bronchioles. I
this case, the drainage speed of thin collars of thicknessO(aε) is
O(ε3σ/µ)≈ 10−3 cm/s, takingµ≈ 10−2 g/(cms), whereas col
lars of thicknessO(a) drain significantly quicker, at a speed
O(ε3/2σ/µ)≈ 1 cm/s (from [6])). Thus in larger vertical airway
for whichB> B2, lenses (such as liquid boluses delivered dur
partial liquid ventilation, or during surfactant replacement th
apy (35–37)) will shrink if they drain under gravity alone, a
either rupture or form lamellae. Pressure gradients across
lenses and lamellae will undoubtedly be significant here too
35). In these and in smaller vertical airways, for whichB> B1,
gravity will prevent collars created by capillary instability fro
growing to form lenses. This stabilizing effect is consistent w
observations showing that airway closure occurs predomina
in airways with diameters less than 0.5 mm (10). In the smal
terminal vertical airways, for whichB< B1, snap-off may oc-
cur (even in the absence of gravitational draining) if the de
of the liquid lining is sufficiently great (15, 16, 18, 19, 38
(the limit ε=Vmax/(4π2) ≈ 0.14 indicated in Fig. 7a approxi
mates the critical threshold), and gravity can induce snap-o
initially thinner liquid linings in sufficiently long airways. How
ever, since most airways are short (only 3 or 4 diameters lo
although individual collars may grow as they proceed along
airway, a collar that is initially thin is unlikely to accumula
sufficient fluid in a single airway to snap off (Fig. 7). More si
nificantly, transverse components of gravity in nonvertical a

ways, or geometrical nonuniformities such as airway curvat
(39), ellipticity, taper, and bifurcations may well disrupt colla
NSES IN VERTICAL TUBES 47
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as they drain, inhibiting snap-off. Other effects (such as airw
wall permeability and compliance (40)) may therefore be mu
more likely than gravity to promote airway closure.

SUMMARY

The theory presented here shows that if the modified Bo
numberρga2/σε is sufficiently large, gravitational effects pre-
vent the liquid lining of a vertical tube from “snapping off”
to form lenses via a capillary instability. For vertical tube
with diameters substantially less than the capillary lengthsc
(σ/ρg)1/2, however, gravity can cause collars created by cap
lary instability to grow in volume as they drain, so that spont
neous snap-off and lens formation will occur, but this will onl
occur in tubes that are sufficiently long. Because it is a sing
lar, symmetry-breaking perturbation, weak gravity can therefo
have a substantial effect on the liquid-lining distribution of ve
tical tubes over long distances and times.

APPENDIX

The weight of the collar or lens, which isO(ρga3), is balanced
by viscous shear forces from the nose and tail regions, which
O(εσa), plus a shear force from the body of the collar, whic
is O(ε3/2σa) (sinceU =O(ε3/2σ/µ), see [6]). The dominant
correction to the force balance [21] will therefore beO(ε1/2).
We indicate here how such a correction may be determined a
compute it explicitly for slender collars.

The leading-order flow in the collar satisfies (from [3])

0= −∇ p̃+∇2ũ, ∇ · ũ = 0 [A.1]

in R< r < 1, whereR(z) is the equilibrium collar shape (as
shown in Fig. 2a),Uε3/2 p̃(r, z) is the corresponding contribu-
tion to the total pressure andu = U ũ(r, z) is the leading-order
velocity. From [5], the axial flux within the collarq=O(ε), so
that

∫ 1
R r ũ(r, z) dr = 0 to leading order. The boundary condi

tions on the flow arẽu= ẑ onr = 1 and zero tangential stress on
r = R(z). Since capillary forces control the shape of the colla
the normal stress condition is not needed and hydrostatic effe
may be neglected at leading order.

At the outer limit of the nose and tail regions, wherehÀ 1,
[12] implies thatp̃z∼ 3U/(1−R)2, and thus the wall shear stres
−τ ∼ 3U/(1− R). Thus, from [11],ur (1, z) ∼ 6/[(κ − 1)z2] as
z→ 0 (and similarly asz→ L), so the shear is strongly singula
in the neighbourhood of each effective contact line.

The total force balance [21], including the contribution from
the main body of the collar, may be written

V B

2π
= 3U
ε1/2

∫ α

−∞

(h− 1)

h2
dz+ Uε1/2

∫ L−β

α

ũr (1, z) dz

+ 3U
1/2

∫ ∞ (h− h∞)
2

dz+ O(ε), [A.2]

ure
rs

ε L−β h

where the interface lies atR= 1− εh in the nose and tail regions.
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Hereα andβ satisfyε1/2¿ α¿ 1, ε1/2¿β¿ 1 asε → 0, so
that the nose lies inz<α, the tail inz> L −β and the body in
α < z<β. The O(ε) term represents the leading-order error
this approximation. In terms ofH (ζ ) andG(ξ ), which satisfy
[14] and [18], respectively, [A.2] becomes

V B

2π
= (3U)2/3

∫ α(3U)1/3/ε1/2

−∞

G− 1

G2
dξ

+Uε1/2
∫ L−β

α

ũr (1, z) dz

+ (3U)2/3
∫ ∞
−β(3U)1/3/(h∞ε1/2)

H − 1

H2
dζ [A.3]

with error O(ε). Given [15], the tail-region integral in [A.3
becomes (see [17])∫ ∞

Y

H − 1

H2
dζ = H0H2+ 2

H2Y
+ O(Y−3) [A.4a]

asY→−∞, while the nose-region contribution (see [20]) is∫ Y

−∞

G− 1

G2
dξ = −G0G2− 2

G2Y
+ O(Y−3) [A.4b]

asY → ∞. Using [16], [9], and [23], the total force balanc
[A.3] is therefore

V B

2π
= (κ − 1)F(h∞)+ 2Uε1/2I + O(ε), [A.5]

where

I = 1

2

[∫ L−β

α

ũr (1, z) dz− 6

κ − 1

(
1

α
+ 1

β

)]
, [A.6]

with additional errors in [A.5] ofO(ε3/2/α3, ε3/2/β3) which can
be made arbitrarily small. Since the leading-order collar flow
symmetric aboutz= L/2, [A.6] may be written

I = lim
α→0

[∫ L/2

α

ũr (1, z) dz− 6

κ − 1

1

α

]
. [A.7]

The singularity in the integrand asz→ 0 may be removed by
writing [A.7] as

I =
∫ L/2

0

{
ũr (1, z)− 6

(κ − 1)z2

}
dz− 12

(κ − 1)L
. [A.8]

Equations [A.5] and [A.8] demonstrate explicitly the nature
theO(ε1/2) correction to the force balance from shear along
body of the collar. This correction must in general be determi

numerically. When the collar is thin, however, the correction c
be found explicitly, as follows.
. JENSEN
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Whenε ¿ δ ≡ κ − 1 ¿ 1, so that the collar is thin but is
still thicker than the liquid lining elsewhere (the same limit us
in deriving [9]), the Young–Laplace equation gives the sha
lengthL and volumeV of the collar asR= 1− δR0− δ2R1+
O(δ3), for 0< z< L = 2π [1− δ + O(δ2)], where

R0 = 1− cosz, [A.9a]

R1 = zsinz+ 1
3 cos 2z+ 2

3 cosz− 1, [A.9b]

andV = 4π2δ − 11π2δ2 + O(δ3). The flow in the collar may
be determined using lubrication theory. Settingr = 1 − δy,
ũ(r, z) = U (y, z), and p̃(r, z) = δ−2P(y, z), the governing
equations [A.1], with errorO(δ2), reduce to 0= −Pz+Uyy−
δUy, 0= −Py, whereUy(R0+ δR1, z) = 0, U (1, 0)= 1, and

∫ R0+δR1

0
(1− δy)U dy= 0. [A.10]

The O(δ) terms that appear here arise from the cylindrical g
ometry. A regular expansion in powers ofδ, withU = U0+δU1,
Pz = P0z+ δP1z, gives

U0 = 1+ 3y2

2R2
0

− 3y

R0
,

U1 = 3(R2
0 − 4R1)

2R3
0

(
y2

2
− R0y

)
+ y3

2R3
0

− 3y2

2R0
− 3R1y

R2
0

+ 3y

2

with P0z = 3/R2
0 andP1z = 3(R2

0 − 4R1)/(2R3
0). The leading-

order streamfunctionψ = y[1−(3y/2R0)+(y2/2R2
0)] is shown

in Fig. A1. The motion of the wall drives fluid from nose to ta
and a pressure gradient is induced that drives it in the rev
direction. The shear along the wall is

ũr (1, z) = 3

δR0
− 3R1

R2
0

+ O(δ). [A.11]
anFIG. A.1. A graph ofψ(z, y), showing streamlines in the frame of the collar;
the flow is anticlockwise.
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Since
∫

R0
−1 dz=C− cot(z/2) (for some constantC) and∫ π

0 (3R1/R2
0) dz = π/2, [A.8] becomes (using [A.9a] and

[A.10])

I = 3

δ

[
2

z
− 1

tan(z/2)

]π (1−δ)

0

− π
2
− 6

π (1− δ) [A.12]

with error O(δ), so (A.5) reduces to

V B

2π
= δF(h∞)− 4πUε1/2+ O(ε, ε1/2δ). [A.13]

Surprisingly, the expected term of orderε1/2/δ vanishes, which
is why higher order lubrication theory was required to compu
the first correction due to stresses in the collar. Using the co
volumeV as the small parameter (instead ofδ= κ − 1), [A.13]
and assuming thath∞= 1, [A.13] may therefore be reexpresse
(using [16]) as

B = F(1)

2π

(
1+ 11V

16π2
+ O(V2)

)
− (εV)1/2

3π

[
h∞
H2

]1/2

+O

(
ε

V
,V3, ε1/2V3/2

)
, [A.14]

which is asymptotic forε1/3¿V¿ ε1/5¿ 1. Equation [A.14]
gives the correction to the stability boundary shown in Fig. 4 n
B = B0. The correction depends not onε1/2 but (εV)1/2, and so
is very modest for thin collars. The estimate ofB0 is therefore
likely to be more accurate than those forB1 andB2. This result
also shows how, as expected for fixedV , B is reduced slightly
by including this extra shear contribution, and so the drain
speedU falls also (from [27]).
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